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HOW TO BOOST KPI'S WITH EMOTION • What if sales assistants arrive at the store with the
same driving spirit than Rafael Nadal enters a tennis court? • What if managers could actually
coach their team towards their best level in KPI’s and consumer experience? • This book offers
top coaching, NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) and management techniques to increase
performance in retail. - Do customers ever leave your store without buying anything even though
you thought you'd convinced them, without understanding why? - Have you ever felt you were
badly served as a customer and said to yourself: "If only I was the boss here..."? - Would you like
to communicate effectively with each of the customers in your hypermarket, even though you
can't talk to them one-to-one like your father used to do? - Have you ever thought that things
don't have the same importance for your staff as they have for you? - Have you ever felt that all
the training programs for your staff, in which you have invested so much, have not really shown
tangible results? - Do you sometimes wish you could tell an employee off but are afraid you
might do it wrong and end up saying nothing or else blurt something out in an aggressive and
unproductive way? - Do you admire the coach of your football team and wish you could lead
your staff with the same effectiveness that he chalks up victories? - Are you looking for a career
change and would like to move from being an employee to being a store or franchise owner, but
don't dare make the leap? I began to sell when I was 16 years old in my home town, Vannes, in
Brittany, France and I was immediately hooked by retail sales. Over the past twenty years I have
worked in many stores on various continents. I have worked behind the counter, managing retail
chains, opening franchises, sold to the large retail sector on behalf of the manufacturer, even
worked on weekend promoter at hypermarkets! This book is a summary a method to sell more
more and better in stores and acocmpany each sales persons towards their best level. Benoit
Mahé is a Founder Partner of CapKelenn Retail Coaching. Executive MBA from Instituto de
Empresa (Madrid) and graduated from Reims Business School (France). Benoit has a 20 years’
experience in Retail and is a certified Coach by the ICF (International Coach Federation), Master
Practionner in NLP and member of the Global Speakers Federation. With his team he covers the
5 continents.

"Most other books in this area attempt to do too much and are too long and cumbersome in their
treatment of the subject matter. Perhaps the overall best characteristic of this text is its direct, no-
nonsense treatment in a concise and understandable manner. This keeps the book relatively
short but still includes all that is necessary." — Ralph G. Kauffman, University of Houston-
Downtown"This text does not overcomplicate basic concepts. It has been developed to convey
rather than display knowledge." — John H. Collins, Chair, Basics of Supply Chain Management
Committee, APICS Certification ProgramFrom the Back CoverIntroduction to Materials



Management is on APICS -The Educational Society for Resource Management's recommended
list for use in several courses and is used by production and inventory control societies on all five
continents.Introduction to Materials Management is an introductory text written for students in
community colleges and universities. The text is used in technical programs, such as industrial
and manufacturing engineering; in business programs; and by those already in
industry.Introduction to Materials Management covers the basics of supply chain management,
manufacturing planning and control systems, purchasing, and physical distribution. The book
has been especially recognized for its simple, straightforward writing style.New content in the
fifth edition:Supply chain metrics coverage in Chapter 1New—ERP coverage in Chapter 2,
"Production Planning System"New—vendor-managed inventory and organizational implications
of supply chain management sections in Chapter 7, "Purchasing"Production lead time/demand
lead time ratio in Chapter 8, "Forecasting"New—methods of evaluating inventory section in
Chapter 9, "Inventory Fundamentals"Performance metrics, lean production, and poke-yoke in
Chapter 15, "Just-in-Time Manufacturing"New—other quality control tools section in Chapter 16,
"Total Quality Management"Coverage of first in, first out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO); average
cost; and standard cost added to Chapter 9, "Inventory Fundamentals"Many figures modified in
the end-of-chapter problemsIndex updated to include all key termsOther features:Margin icons
note key conceptsKey terms listed at the end of each chapter with chapter page cross-
referencesExample problems within the chaptersChapter summariesQuestions and Problems at
the end of each chapterChapter references to case studies in Introduction to Materials
Management CasebookExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction to
Materials Management is an introductory text written for students in community colleges and
universities. It is used in technical programs, such as industrial engineering and manufacturing
engineering; in business programs; and by those already in industry, whether or not they are
working in materials management.This text has been widely adopted by colleges and
universities not only in North America, but also in other parts of the world. APICS—The
Educational Society for Resource Management recommends this text as the reference for
certification preparation for various CPIM examinations. In addition, the text is used by
production and inventory control societies in other countries, including South Africa, Australia,
New Zealand, Germany, France, and Brazil, and by consultants in presenting in-house courses
to their customers.Introduction to Materials Management covers all the basics of supply chain
management, manufacturing planning and control systems, purchasing, and physical
distribution. The material, examples, questions, and problems lead the student logically through
the text. The writing style is simple and user-friendly—both instructors and students who have
used the book attest to this.In the fifth edition, we have added content in the following
areas:Supply chain metrics coverage in Chapter 1, Introduction to Materials Management.New
ERP coverage in Chapter 2, Production Planning System.New "Vendor-managed inventory" and
"Organizational implications of supply chain management" sections in Chapter 7,
Purchasing.Production lead time/demand lead time ratio in Chapter 8, Forecasting.New



"Methods of evaluating inventory" section in Chapter 9, Inventory Fundamentals.Performance
metrics, Lean production, and Poke-yoke in Chapter 15, Just-in-Time Manufacturing.New "Other
quality control tools" section in Chapter 16, Total Quality Management.Coverage of first in, first
out (FIFO); last in, first out (LIFO); average cost; and standard cost added to Chapter 9,
Inventory Fundamentals.In addition, we have modified figures in many of the end-of-chapter
problems to provide adopters with a new set of problems. Also, the index has been updated to
include all key terms. Features carried over from the fourth edition include:Margin icons note key
concepts.Key terms listed at the end of each chapter with chapter page cross-
references.Example problems within the chapters.Chapter summaries.Questions and problems
at the end of each chapter.Chapter references to case studies in Introduction to Materials
Management Casebook.THE CASEBOOKFor the fifth edition, we developed the Introduction to
Materials Management Casebook, authored by Arnold, Chapman, and Lloyd M. Clive. The
casebook takes the student beyond the textbook problems by presenting a situation followed by
related analysis questions. Most text chapters have cases associated with them, as noted in the
table that follows the Table of Contents, and some cases bridge several chapters. Cases vary in
level of difficulty, with the more challenging cases requiring students to think about the
management issues involved in their decisions on the job. Reviewers noted that the casebook
has added overall rigor to this text.APPROACH AND ORGANIZATIONMaterials management
means different things to different people. In this textbook, materials management includes all
activities in the flow of materials from the supplier to the consumer. Such activities include
physical supply, operations planning and control, and physical distribution. Other terms
sometimes used are business logistics and supply chain management. Often, the emphasis in
business logistics is on transportation and distribution systems with little concern for what
occurs in the factory. While some chapters in this text are devoted to transportation and
distribution, emphasis is placed on operations planning and control.Distribution and operations
are managed by planning and controlling the flow of materials through them and by using the
system's resources to achieve a desired customer service level. These activities are the
responsibility of materials management and affect every department in a manufacturing
business. If the materials management system is not well designed and operated, the
distribution and manufacturing system will be less effective and more costly. Anyone working in
manufacturing or distribution should have a good basic understanding of the factors influencing
materials flow. This text aims to provide that understanding.APICS—The Educational Society for
Resource Management defines the body of knowledge, concepts, and vocabulary used in
production and inventory control. Establishing standard knowledge, concepts, and vocabulary is
essential both for developing an understanding of production and inventory control and for
making clear communication possible. Where applicable, the definitions and concepts in this
text subscribe to APICS vocabulary and concepts.The first six chapters of Introduction to
Materials Management cover the basics of production planning and control. Chapter 7
discusses important factors in purchasing; Chapter 8 covers forecasting. Chapters 9, 10, and 11



look at the fundamentals of inventory management. Chapter 12 discusses physical inventory
and warehouse management, and Chapter 13 examines the elements of distribution systems,
including transportation, packaging, and material handling. Chapter 14 covers factors
influencing product and process design. Chapter 15 looks at the philosophy and environment of
Just-in-Time manufacturing and explains how operations planning and control systems relate to
Just-in-Time. Chapter 16 examines the elements of total quality management.Read more
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Philip Lane, “Excellent! It should be read and in the possession .... Excellent! It should be read
and in the possession of all retail managers and leaders. Also, Mr Mahé's company provides
highly effective training to retail organizations with successful results.”

Ramon Alvaro Perez, “To achieve better performances at the store. This really works!!To achieve
better performances at the store, this method is outstanding.It's as simple as practical. The book
teaches how to run the business of retail, with greater involvement of the teams.Just try it.”

William, “I would strongly recommend this book to anyone in retail or interested in .... Incredibly
clear and practical, Benoit's examples really illustrate the points he makes. I would strongly
recommend this book to anyone in retail or interested in the business, as well as any
businessperson dealing with the public”

The book by Philippe-Pierre Dornier has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 8 people have provided
feedback.
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